
NICOLINE 
BRØNDUM  NÆSBY

Viborg, Denmark



About me.

My name is Nicoline I’m 13 years old. I live in 
Denmark in a city called Viborg.

I live in a house with my parents and my 2 little 
brothers. The oldest one of  my brothers are 11 
years old his name is Bastian. My other brother is 
7 years old his name is Bertram. 

We live in a house close to the school, the city 
and the lake.



Holiday

In the summer me and my family go on a 
camping vacation to Italy and Austria. Where 
we hike, swim and go to the beach every day. 

In the winters we go skiing in Norway, Sweden 
or Italy. I was 3 years old when I went skiing for 
the first time.



Handball

I Play handball 3 times a week and there is often matches in the 
weekend. I’m the goalkeeper of  the team. I play in a club named 
Viborg HK which right now is number 2 in the Danish Liga. 
Sometimes I’m lucky and I get pictures with some of  the players. 
And some of  the professional players from Viborg also play on the 
National team. 



Free time

When I don’t play handball, I like to hang out with my friends or my 
family. When I’m with my friends we talk and jump on the trampoline. 
But when I’m with my family we play games like ‘settlers’ or ‘ticket to 
ride’ . But most of  the time we watch movies. 

My brothers and I also play games on the computer. We play things like 
‘Ark’ and ‘World of  warships’



My Great-granmother

I have a big family. The oldest one in my family is my great-
grandmother. She is 93 years old, and her name is Else. Else and me 
have a strong bond, and we always had. 



Pictures of  me and my family



Pictures of  me and my friends



More pictures



And more
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